The People’s Assembly Against Austerity
House Style and Submission Guidelines
Please refer to this guide when writing articles, leaflets or other media for The People’s
Assembly in order to keep our message and presentation consistent.
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General
Tone of Language
 We aim to present ourselves as:
● Positive
● Accessible
● Friendly
● Neighborly
● Not preachy
● Informed but not overly academic
● Colloquial
● Call to action
● Empowering
● Not overly anti or negative
● State what we are for
Style
 Think about writing that:
● Speaks to a mass audience
● Relates to tangible experiences/circumstances
● Explains complex or big ideas clearly
● Is about building the movement more than smashing the enemy
● Is punchy and to the point
● Uses cultural and pop culture references
● Uses lists and bullet points when able (entire articles can be a list)
● Is fun to read

Consider using words that the general public will not only understand, but will also identify
with. For example, a person will justifiably feel uncomfortable being labelled as 
poor
and their
elderly parent as the 
bottom of society
. However they may identify with 
struggling
and
vulnerable
.

‘The People’s Assembly’
is how we should be referred to in text (not the PA, the PAAA or
The People’s Assembly Against Austerity).
Do not use:
● jargon
● highly academic language
● very profane words (small profanities are okay)
● slurs
● outdated or dinosaur language

Printed Leaflets
Word Count, Front: 
maximum 75 words for A5, 100 words for A4
Word Count, Back:
maximum 150 words for A5, 350 words for A4
Title
 Bold, size 21*
Headings
 Bold, size 16*
Body
 size 11*
* These font size guidelines are for submission to us or a graphic designer and are not
necessarily recommendations for print.

Front
 Keep the front as a poster which is visual, short, to the point and includes relevant
information:
● Title (or name of event)
● Date (if necessary)
● Place (if necessary)
● Website of supporting or local organisation (i.e. TUC, local People’s Assembly group)
● Social media of supporting or local organisation
● Contact information (if necessary)
● Optional, small supporting blurb

Back
 Include relevant text in a manner that is light and accessible. Lists and bullet points
are more effective than blocks of text.
Design 
Please have the leaflet produced by a professional designer and refer to our ‘Brand
Guidelines’ document. You may contact The People’s Assembly’s national office for
assistance in finding a designer.

Social Media
#’s
 include relevant #’s in text, not after, if possible
@
 Add 
@relevanttwitterhandle
to the beginning of a tweet to send a private tweet only. Add
a full stop before the 
@relevanttwitterhandle,
in the middle, or end of a tweet to make a twitter
account aware of a tweet.
Pictures 
Tweets with images are retweeted and favourited far more than those without. Try
to always include an image in your tweet.
Style 
Try to keep your text as lively and punchy as possible. Boring tweets get scrolled over!
Example 
by Teeside People’s Assembly, received 75 retweets and 14 favourites:
No A&E at UHH. Soon no hospital at all if
@

NTeesHpoolNHSFT
management have their
way!
#

SaveHartlepoolHospital

Online Articles
Word Count: 
500 words for standard articles, 1,000 words for featured articles (upon request
only) headlines and captions not included in word count.
Title 
 Bold, size 16
Body 
 size 11

Text Alignment 
– left
Spacing 
 single, spaces between paragraphs
Title
 Include a title of under ten words
Social media caption 
Please include a caption below the title for sharing your article on
social media  140 characters including spaces, include relevant #'s
Before Flip
to be italicised (the beginning of an article is previewed on our website before
accessing the article, up to 75 words)
Image/Video
 Every article should have a minimum of one image or video. A link and the
source must be provided.
Link
 Hyperlink to the name of the organisation or relevant text.
Sign off
 Attempt to end with a call to action or encouraging statement. Link to any action
that should be taken.
Example:
(BOLD, 16)
Why is Osborne still committed to a failing strategy?

SOCIAL MEDIA CAPTION –
Osbourne remains loyal to #cuts as a million use #foodbanks
this year!
ITALISISE BEFORE FLIP, 11pt 
George Osborne’s loyalty to austerity has been criticised

yet again this week in light of figures which reveal that wages may no longer cover the cost of
living.
Whilst people’s living standards continue to fall, figures from The Office of National Statistics
this week have shown that real earnings have also decreased by 1.6% over the past year,
with levels this low last being seen at the turn of the century.
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Body 11pt 
The gap between living costs and income is only set to widen further. The divide
can be seen in more than one million people seeking help from foodbanks in the UK, a figure
that would have seemed implausible five years ago.
A crucial shift made apparent in the last five years is that poverty and personal economic
struggle is no longer just symptomatic of unemployment under the rule of austerity. The
struggling working poor have low wages to contend with, and only 1 in 40 new jobs being
created are permanent positions 
(Read TUC report here)
. With businesses legally able to rely
on instituting zerohour contracts for their workers, there is a lack of job security, rights and
support for those currently in lowwage employment.
It has also been reported that 900,000 Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants are being threatened
with benefits sanctions unless they work for free under various schemes developed by the
Department of Work and Pensions. These draconian and arbitrary schemes have drawn
controversial parallels to workhouse labour in recent months.
Such distressing figures are in stark contrast to the notsoprevalent plight of the corporate
world that remains unwilling to contribute financially to Britain’s recovery in the way that’s
required and expected by many.
A recent report from the London School of Economics has found that a quarter of the lowest
paid 10% have lost more than 5% of what would have been their income before the coalition’s
reforms. However, the top 1% of earners have received a bonus in the top rate of income tax.
In response to criticism that George Osborne’s austerity has, instead of creating an economic
balance, instead favoured the rich and penalised the poor, Ed Milliband commented “This
country is too unequal and we need to change it.” 
(Read full story here)

Osborne has said “The great recession made our country poorer but the only way to improve
living standards is to continue working through the plan that’s delivering a brighter economic
future.” Is such a commitment to the continuation of austerity now becoming unjustifiable,
particularly as there is an expected £50bn more cuts to be made during the next parliament?

SIGN OFF
The Peoples Assembly wants to raise awareness and build support for a
democratic way of life by reducing austerity. Find out how you can help 
here.
Words 431

